
 

 
THE LATEST FROM "SUPERFICI" FOR  
A SUSTAINABLE, SURPRISING FINISH 

 
 

SUPERFICI Live Experience is the latest SCM digital event due to be 
broadcast on 9 September in six languages. Taking centre stage are the most 
innovative painting technologies that you can see for yourself at the Superfici 

Technology Center in Villasanta (Monza) 
 

 
A genuine experience of the latest trends in painting. A journey that will start with sanding and 
finish with the most appealing effects achievable on panels thanks to state-of-the-art technologies. 
This is the topic at the centre of "SUPERFICI Live Experience", SCM's new digital event due to be 
broadcast on 9 September at 9.00 and 17.00 (lasting one hour) in six languages: Italian, English, 
German, French, Russian and Chinese. 
 
Furthermore, from 6 to 10 September, at the same time as the Salone del Mobile in Milan, 
Superfici's Technology Center in Villasanta (Monza) will be open to visitors, advanced booking 
only, to take a closer look and further appreciate, in person, the technological solutions available 
and the exclusive painting results that can be achieved. 
 

THE LATEST PROTAGONISTS 
At the centre of the webinar and the live demo, will be the new state-of-the-art Compact XL 
sprayer that encompasses benefits in line with the most modern and indispensable production 
requirements:  

- maximum focus on the environment and cutting consumption, thanks to particular 
energy saving devices that reduce air and water volumes needed for ventilation and 
cleaning;  

- fast, first class cleaning, thanks to the filters with automatic change, an innovative, fast 
cleaning system for the paint recovery unit, and air circulation conditions that are always 
optima in the spraying environment; 

- an even simpler, more integrated use with other SCM group technologies thanks to the 
new Maestro Active Finishing software control. 

Panels painted with Compact XL will then be treated with the innovative Excimatt technology, 
excimer UV, for an exceptional super-opaque finishing, a surprisingly silky effect, (if requested) 
and an incomparable surface resistance thanks to the absence of mattifying agents in the product.  

Indeed, Excimatt allows for a mechanical micro-texturing to be achieved on the layer of paint 
applied. This replaces the opaqueness achieved using chemical additives that would normally 
reduce the scratch resistance on the final painted surface.  
This technology is extremely effective when treating flat, shaped surfaces, and on the profile, 
thanks to specific Superfici devices for three-dimensional spraying. 
Excimatt can be applied in roller lines or in thin layers for flat surface painting, and in spray lines to 
finish shaped panels and edges. 
 
As confirmed by Gloria Valtorta, Superfici's business unit manager: "Superfici has always been 
SCM Group’s finishing specialist. Our mission is to satisfy the most recent demands from the 
painting sector, with state-of-the-art technologies for both stand alone and custom built-in to the 



 
integrated finishing lines. Ours is an important challenge because we are talking about 
appearance, that first impression when you find yourself in front of a unit, a piece of furniture, a 
door or a window. The continuous investments into R&D, however, and the know-how of our 
experts, in close synergy with that of other SCM technologies for surface treatment, have permitted 
us to design and achieve tailor-made solutions capable of exclusive, sought-after effects precisely 
like those we will present digitally and live in September". 
 
For information about the event and how to take part: info@superfici.com 
 
 

 
Scm Group is the global leader in technologies for machining a wide range of materials: wood, plastic, 
glass, stone, metal, composite materials and industrial Across the globe, the group's companies act as 
highly reliable partners to leading industries in a wide range of product sectors, from furniture to construction, 
automotive to aerospace, and yachting to plastic machining.  
Scm Group coordinates, supports and develops a system of industrial excellence in 3 large, highly 
specialised production centres in Italy and it operates on all 5 continents. 
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